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Abstract
As the main means to cope with the stubborn problem of drunk driving, the inspection of
drunk driving has already been paid more attention and thus reinforced. In this paper, we
model this scenario as a Stackelberg game, where the police department (called defender)
allocates resources dynamically in terms of the traffic situation on the traffic network to arrest
drink drivers and drivers who drink (called attacker), whether choosing drunk driving or
designated driving service, expect to minimize their cost for given travel routes. However,
with the number of resources are limited, our goal is to calculate the optimal resource
allocation strategy for the defender. Therefore, first, we provide an effective approach (named
OISDD) to fulfill our goal, i.e., generate the optimal strategy to inspect drunk driving. Second,
we apply OISDD to directed graphs (which are abstracted from Dalian traffic network) to
analyze and test its correctness and rationality. The experimental results show that OISDD is
feasible and efficient.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of economy and improvement of public living standard, the
demands for automobile has been increasing dramatically as it has become a common tool of
driving. However, the phenomenon of drunk/drunken driving has become more and more
seriously, and the consequent result of traffic accident usually causes a fatal car crash. More
generally, drunk driving has become a global issue and captured extensive attentions. Many
countries have invested a lot of financial resources to cope with the problem of drunk driving.
Especially in China, as the main method to cope with drunk driving, the inspection of drunk
driving has been reinforced during recent years, as shown in Fig. 1. Although the punishment
of drunk driving enacted by the Traffic Management Bureau of China is quite severe, the case
has not been abated or even become worse, and thus caused countless traffic tragedies.
According to the statistical data provided by the Ministry of Public Security Traffic
Management Bureau of the People’s Republic of China (the Traffic Management Bureau of
China), in recent years the traffic accidents caused by drunk driving were more than 25 ten
thousand, and gave rise to the death of about 5 ten thousand as well as the direct economic
losses of 1.3 billion in China. Therefore, how to effectively alleviate and even eliminate drunk
driving problem (DDP) has become the key hot topic in China. In this paper, we will explore
the problem. Considering the actual situation, wine, as the table manner of China, it is difficult
to avoid drinking. Thus, as a fledging industry, the designated driving service can resolve this
problem and get huge attention. Beijing, which registered 4.7 million motor vehicles by the
end of 2010, has a demand for about 3000 designated drivers to serve drunk people a day,
according to the estimates of business insiders. However, a lot of drunk people drive their cars
to go home in order to save their cost. Thus, it is very important to inspect these illegal (or
danger) actions, and so there exists a game between drunk people and police department.

Fig. 1. Inspection of drunk driving

During recent years, game theory has been widely used to protect large scale critical
infrastructure such as airport train stations, ports, forests etc. Generally speaking, we allocate
few security resources to the specified targets to ensure the safety. However, it is impossible to
cover all targets with limited security resources at all time. Thus, how to allocate the limited
security resources to these targets and obtain the optimal results is a quite important research
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problem, which has been recently studied by using Stackelberg games [1]. For the inspection
of drunk driving, the defender puts the security resources include policemen and their tools at
the roads on the traffic network to prevent attackers from drunk driving and maintain traffic
safety.
In this paper, the main contributions are as follows: (a) Firstly, we propose an approach
named OISDD (Optimal Inspection Strategy for Drunk Driving) with two phases, which
concludes (i) we propose an algorithm called OA to obtain an optimal strategy (a mixed
strategy, i.e., a probability distribution over all pure strategies) for the defender whose
objective is to maximize his/her utility, against different types of attackers, who have different
places of departure and destination. For the allocation of security resources, we adhere to the
rationality and availability in terms of some actual situations on the traffic network and the
optimal strategy. Furthermore, in order to avoid some problems, such as the waste of resources,
the heavy traffic causing by inspecting drunk driving, and drivers’ dissatisfaction, we propose
another algorithm called IOA to solve them and improve OA. (ii) As the payoffs of the roads
may change and the inspection can be exposed over time, we need to relocate the security
resources as quickly as possible with spending much time on inspecting but not travelling.
Thus, we propose an algorithm named LTT to obtain the optimal relocation strategy; (b)
Secondly, we demonstrate the performance of our approach based on the directed graphs
abstracted from the traffic networks of Dalian city. The experimental results show the
feasibility and validity of our approach and the safety of life and property with limited security
resources.
In Section 2, we introduce some previous related work of optimal inspection problem (OIP),
which are applied to different security scenarios. Section 3 introduces some related knowledge
and notations about our paper. Section 4 proposes an approach named OISDD to inspect drunk
driving. Section5 conducts experiments to test the correctness and rationality of OISDD.
Section6 briefly narrates our work related to inspect drunk driving about this paper.

2. Related Work
Optimal inspection problem (OIP) is such one that how to make sufficient use of limited
security resources to inspect various illegal (or danger) actions or attackers, protect public
properties and maximize the utilities of inspectors (i.e., defenders). Many experts are
interested in it. For example, Pita et al. developed an Assistant for Randomized Monitoring
over Routes (ARMOR) system to optimize the setting of checkpoints and the patrol
scheduling of police dogs in LAX [2]. Tsai et al. presented an Intelligent Randomization In
Scheduling (IRIS) system to the Federal Air Marshals (FAMs) that provide law enforcement
aboard U.S. commercial flights to prevent the potential attacks [3]. TEAMCORE group also
provided a Port Resilience Operational/Tactical Enforcement to Combat Terrorism
(PROTECT) system which has been deployed by the United States Coast Guard (USCG) to
plan effective randomized patrols in many ports nationwide [4-5]. A new predictive
anti-poaching tool, Comprehensive Anti-Poaching tool with Temporal and observation
Uncertainty REasoning (CAPTURE) was built by Nguyen et al. to prevent wildlife poaching
[6-7]. Yin et al. presented a Tactical Randomization for Urban Security in Transit System
(TRUSTS) to schedule randomized patrols for fare inspection in transit system. The Los
Angeles Sheriffs Department (LASD) is currently carrying out trials of TRUSTS on the LA
Metro [8]. Matthew et al. proposed STrategic Randomization with Exploration and
Exploitation in Traffic patrol Schedules (STREETS) for traffic patrolling to prevent mitigate
accidents. In order to control the unpredictability in travel time through road networks, the
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model weighted exploitation and exploration by solving a biobjective optimization problem
was modelled by Markov Decision Process [9].
Resource allocation is the scheduling of activities and the resources required by those
activities while taking into consideration both the resource availability and the project time. It
is widely used for various networks [10-11]. In this paper, we propose an OISDD approach to
prevent drunk people from driving on traffic network. Considering some actual details, such as
the cost and negative impact of security resources on the traffic networks, the severity of
leaking inspection messages, and the influence of traffic flows on travel time, we divide the
approach into two steps, whose aims are maximizing the total utilities of the defender and
minimizing the travel time of relocating security resources to generate the optimal schedule of
inspections.

3. Preliminaries
3.1 Stackelberg game
Game theory is the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between
intelligent rational decision-makers (players). Each player has his/her own utility function and
aims to maximize it. Therefore, the solution concept of a game is a set of equilibrium strategies
for each player such that, when these strategies are employed, no player can profit by
unilaterally deviating from their strategies.
For Stackelberg game, there exists two players, which has been widely used as models to
represent the patrol schedules for security of critical infrastructure. Particularly, the defender
(leader) first commits to a mixed strategy, which can be observed by the attacker (follower)
over time, then based on the observation, the attacker chooses a best response [12]. The
combination between the optimal mixed strategy for the defender and the attacker’s best
response forms a Stackelberg equilibrium of the game.
3.2 Problem setting
Akin to the previous work, we use Stackelberg game as a basic model to simulate DDP. For
the players, the Traffic Management Bureau acts the defender, whose inspection strategy is
mixed and the drunk drivers act as the attackers to choose best responses according to the
corresponding observations. Compared to the whole traffic network, the security resources are
limited. Therefore, the defender’s strategy is how to allocate the security resources to the
network in order to maximize own utilities (profits), while the attackers have observation
abilities and then decide whether choosing designated driving services or not after drinking to
maximize own utilities (i.e., minimize own cost). In this paper, considering some actual
situations, especially in China, we regard fining drunk drivers as an effective method to
prevent the deaths and injuries caused by drunk driving. For the utilities of players, we propose
the utility matrix of the defender and attacker in Table 1. B denotes the big punishment cost
of drunk driving, H denotes the fee of designated driving services, note that, compared
with H , B is much greater.
Table 1. Utility matrix for both players

Drunk driving
Not drunk driving

Inspected

Uninspected

( − B, B )
( B − H , H − B)

(0，
0)
(− H , H )
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We model this scenario as a zero-sum game, where the utility gained by the defender always
equals to the utility lost by the attacker. Here we will explain by means of the utility matrix.
1).For the case of the action pair (Drunk driving, Inspected), the attacker is fined B due to
drunk driving and being arrested by the defender. Hence, the corresponding utility pair
is (− B, B ) ;
2).For the case of the action pair (Drunk driving, Uninspected), the attacker escapes from
being fined due to the uninspected strategy of the defender. Hence, both of them have no
payoffs, then the corresponding utility pair is (0，
0) .
3).For the case of the action pair (Not drunk driving, Inspected), on one hand, the attacker
chooses designated driving services and spends H avoiding being fined B by the defender,
then the utility is B − H . On the other hand, the duty of the defender is to prevent the
dangerous action-drunk driving. Hence, although the defender does not obtain the payoff B ,
the reward R of protecting the traffic safety should be considered, then the utility of the
defender is − B + R . Here, to reduce the complexity of this model, we assume that R equals
to H . Therefore, the relevant utility pair is ( B − H , H − B ) .
4).For the case of the auction pair (Not drunk driving, Uninspected), the attacker
spends H while the defender does not apply the inspected strategy. Akin to the
above-mentioned, as to ensure the traffic safety, the defender can obtain a reward R which
equals to H . Hence, the relevant utility pair is (− H , H ) .
The common notations can be shown in Table 2. Note that the superscript t for any notations
denotes the period t throughout this paper.
Table 2. Notations

m
n
T
λ
Λ
p

t
t

Security resources
Intersections of traffic network
Set of work hours
One type of attacker
Set of all types of attackers, Λ =k
Probability distributions of all types of attackers
Fee of designated driving services of all types

H
Ct
ft
Xt
ut
De

Distance of all roads e on the network G

N te

Traffic flows of all roads e

Routes of all types
Inspection ratio of all intersections
Strategies of the defender for all types
Expected utilities of the defender against all types

3.3 Inspection
There exist some limited security resources used to inspect a traffic network with many
intersections. For each security resource, it needs to work for some hours. Here we separate
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these hours into several periods T = {1, 2,} . First of all, for each period t ∈ T , we calculate
the optimal strategy for the allocation of security sources, which is subject to the maximum of
the defender’s total profits. Then, with time past, in order to make the best use of limited
resources, for any two consecutive periods, we calculate the optimal strategy for the relocation
of resources by minimizing the total travel time on the network. At last, the schedule of
inspecting drunk driving is generalized by these optimal strategies for all periods.
3.4 Traffic network
We address the problem of generating optimal strategies for the defender to inspect the traffic
network of the development area of Dalian. The specific traffic situation has been shown in
Fig. 2. We can abstract the traffic network into a directed graph G = V , E constituted by a
set of vertices V and a set of directed edges E , which can be looked as intersections and roads
respectively. In order to demonstrate the vehicle flows clearly, we add to the graph a dummy

vertex v with dummy edges e to some vertices in V , where e ∉ E and v ∉ V . We assign that
these additional dummy edges have no effectiveness and just use for formulating the vehicle
flows. For each edge e , the traffic flows from its start vertex φe to its end vertex ϕe , hence we

 {=
 can be formulated as
can formulate e as e = (φe , ϕe ) , then E
=
E
e φe v} . Note that, there
exists no self-loops, i.e., φe ≠ ϕe for each edge e ∈ E . For each edge e ∈ E ,
suppose
=
=
Ee− {=
e′ ϕe′ φe } be the set of upstream edges of e , and
Ee+ {=
e′ φe′ ϕe } be the set

,v ∈ V } as the set of
{e v =
ϕe , e ∈ E  E
of downstream edges of e . We also denote Ev =
edges e , whose end vertex is v .

Fig. 2. The development area of Dalian map

3.5 Vehicle flow
Let D t denote the total vehicle flows entering the graph by the vertex v during period t . For
each edge e , N et represents the number of vehicle flows of e entering by the vertex φe , then we
have D t =

∑N

e∈E

t
e





 E )×(E  E )
, where N et ≥ 0 . There exists a turning matrix R ∈  (E
associated
+
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with the tendency of traffic flows among consecutive edges whose entry Ree′ represents the

fraction of vehicles flowing out of edge e and turning to edge e′ . In the terms of rationality, we
Ree′ = 1 for each edge e . Moreover, Ree′ = 0 if ϕe ≠ φe′ should be
should note that

∑

e′∈Ee+

considered as the natural topological constraints. As the above-mentioned, the number of
vehicle flows of edge e can be obtained as fellow

N et =

∑


e′∈Ee−  E

N et′ Re′e , ∀e ∈ E .

(1)

 {N t , e ∈ E
 } and a turning matrix R , there exists
=
N
Corollary 1[13]. Given an initial vector
e
t

a unique vehicle flow
=
N t {N et , e ∈ E} satisfying (1).

 to this directed graph, then we can obtain a new
Proof. Adding the set of dummy edges E

  E . Here the edges belong to E
 have no the start vertices.
one G ′ = V , EG , where E = E
(1) can be rewritten as follows:

N et =

∑

e′∈Ee−

,
N et = N et , ∀e ∈ E
.
N t R , ∀e ∈ E \ E
e′

e′e



(2)
(3)

By Varaiya [13], we may also get the unique flow
=
N t {N et , e ∈ E} satisfying (1).
Similarly, for each vertices v ∈ V , we denote N tv as the number of vehicle flows passing the
intersection v , where

N tv =

∑N ,

e∈Ev

t
e

∀v ∈ V .

(4)

Note that, as the demand of relocating security resources, we need to obtain the vehicle flow of
each period. For simplicity, before considering the travel of vehicles during period t + 1 , we
can ignore the number of vehicles existing on the traffic network during the last period t .
3.6 Attackers
As the attackers have the ability of observation and prediction, hence they are assumed to be
rational, risk-neutral economic actors [14], who make this choice in order to maximize
expected utilities. For this assumption, we only consider the drivers, who decide their choices
before drinking or are basically sober-minded based on the effect of alcohol on human [15-16],
although alcohol has been ingested. However, we do not consider that a drunk driver, who has
drunk a lot of alcohol and lost the ability of driving as well as thinking, still drives by himself
(herself). Any two different vertices in the graph, which can be looked as the origin and
destination of a route, are denoted as an attacker’s type λ . In terms of reality and rationality,
we assume that all types of attackers choose the shortest paths as their own travel routes.
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Hence, the traffic network with n intersections has O (n 2 ) types.
However, there may exist one actual case, that is, if someone who just passes by somewhere
and observes that an inspection is happened at there, then he (she) may leak this message by
the private communication or the public platform, such as microblog, twitter and so on. In
order to avoid the inspection, some drunk drivers will adjust the original routes based on the
obtained message. Generally, for the inspected road, the corresponding edge in a graph can be
removed to obtain a subgraph, then the attackers will reselect the shortest paths in this
subgraph. To some extent, the efficacy of this inspection has been reduced largely, hence, we
may consider the relocation of resources over a period of time.
3.7 Objective
Based on the different types of attackers, the defender’s utility can be divided into utilities
from bilateral interactions with each individual type, moreover the utility of each type does not
directly affect around each other. Hence, the game can be equivalently formulated as Bayesian
Stackelberg game with two players, in which there is just one type taking on the role of one of
the types. The specific types are known to the attackers but not to the defender, and is drawn
from a probability distribution such that the probability pλ of the attacker’s type λ ∈ Λ is
proportional to its total volume.
Furthermore, although in general solving Bayesian Stackelberg games is NP-complete [17],
the utility functions of this game satisfy the zero sum property, i.e., the utility gained by the
defender always equals to the utility lost by the attacker. For such zero-sum Bayesian games,
the Stackelberg equilibrium is equivalent to the maximin solution, which are solvable by linear
programming formulations [18-19]. For Bayesian Stackelberg games, there exist some kinds
of basic algorithms to solve Stackelberg equilibrium. MultiLPs [12] proposed by Conitzer et al.
is a polynomial time algorithm; DOBSS [20] and ERASER [21] algorithms release the
computational complexity of MultiLPs based on the mutual independence of attackers.

4. Proposed approach: OISDD
In this section, we will propose an approach to inspect drunk driving, called OISDD, which
can be divided into two phases:
Phase 1. Optimal strategy for allocating resources: For each period, we first compute the
Stackelberg equilibrium to maximize the total profits of the defender, and then the allocation
of resources is decided on account of the rationality and reality.
Phase 2. Optimal strategy for relocating resources: In terms of the allocation of phase 1 and
the criterion that spending much time on inspecting but not travelling, we relocate the
resources for any two adjacent periods to generate the schedule of inspecting drunk driving.
4.1 Computing the allocation of resources
Before computing the optimal mixed strategy of security resources allocation, we need to
consider the formulation of attackers’ types. Just as above-mentioned, for any attacker, he/she
will choose the shortest path as his/her travel route. Hence, we will apply Dijkstra algorithm
[22] to calculate the shortest paths between any two different vertices in the graph, which can
be formulated as the following functions:
LP1: min

d λt

(5)
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s.t.

∑

d λt =

di , j cit, j ,

(6)

cit, j ∈ {0,1}, i, j ∈ V .

(7)

e ( i , j )∈E
=

LP2: min

s.t.
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d λt

(8)

∑

d λt =

di , j cit, j ,

(9)

cit, j ∈ {0,1}, i, j ∈ V ,

(10)

di , j = +∞, ∃eit, j = 1 .

(11)

e ( i , j )∈E
=

LP1 represents the travel route of the type λ , who has no message about any inspections, and
LP2 means the type λ has been told that there exists an inspection at one road e = (i, j ) ,
where i, j ∈ V . The objective (5) and (8) are to minimize the travel route of the type λ .
Constraint (6), (7) and (9), (10) give out the formulations of specific travel routes, where
di , j indicates the distance of road e = (i, j ) and cit, j is a binary variable, that if set to 1 indicates
that the road e = (i, j ) will exists in the route of the type λ . Constraint (11) indicates that the
type λ has known that there exists an inspection at the road e = (i, j ) , then he/she would
neglect this road and reselect his/her shortest travel route.
Algorithm 1 OA (Optimal Allocation)
Input:

pt = ( pλt 1 , pλt 2 , , pλt k ), H t = (hλt1 , hλt 2 , , hλt k ), Ct = (ctλ1 , ctλ2 , , ctλk ), f t = ( f1t , f 2t , , f nt )
Output:

Xt = (xtλ1 , xtλ2 , , xtλk ), ut = (uλt 1 , uλt 2 , , uλt k )
Procedure:
for i from 1 to k , step 1, do
xtλi , uλt i ← MODELLP3 ( pλt i , hλt i , B, ctλi , f t )
end for
Return Xt , ut
Note that the fee of designated driving services of all types can be written as

 d λt i − d 0 
hλi =
r ×
 + b0 ,
 d0 
t

t

where r t is the per unit distance price, d λt i is the travel distance of the type λi , b0 and d 0 are
initial charge and the distance covered by initial charge respectively, which are the same for all
periods; ctλi is a binary vector to indicate whether the road belongs to the travel route of the
type λi or not; xtλi = ( x1,t i , x2,t i , , xnt ,i ), is the mixed strategy of the defender aiming at the
type λi .
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Due to the mutual independence of all types, we use OA to call the MODELLP3 function
for each type and aim to maximize the total profits of the defender. For attackers’ types, we
may refer to LP1 and LP2.
MODELLP3 ( pλt i , hλt i , B, ctλi , f t ) : max
t t
x ,u

∑ pλ uλ
λ
t

t

(12)

∈Λ
t

s.t. uλ ≤ min{H , B ∑ xit cit, j fi t } ,

∑x

(13)

i∈N

≤ m,

(14)

x ∈ [0,1] ,

(15)

cit, j ∈ {0,1},

(16)

fi t ∈ [0,1] .

(17)

i∈N
t
i

t
i

Given a period t , the function MODELLP3 computes the Stackelberg equilibrium for each
type λ . The objective of this algorithm is to compute the allocation vectors corresponding to
each type that will maximize the total profits of the defender, while each attacker will decide
whether choosing designated driving services or not after drinking that will minimize his/her
cost for given the travel route. cit, j is a binary variable, that if set to 1 indicates that the
road e = (i, j ) will exists in the route of attacker λ , where i, j ∈ V ; xit is a continuous variable,
which indicates the desired allocation of intersection i ; f i t is a continuous variable, which
represents the inspection ratio corresponding to intersection i .
The objective (12) is to maximize the total profits obtained by the defender. Constraint (13)
ensures that the type λ plays a best response to the allocation vector employed by the defender.
Constraint (15) limits the allocation for an intersection to less than 1 and (14) constrains that
the number of intersections inspected is bounded by the number of security resources available.
Constraint (16) ensures a feasible route of one type. Constraint (17) demonstrates that it is not
necessary to inspect all vehicles for an intersection in order to release the traffic jam causing
by inspecting drunk driving.
However, there are some deficiencies about OA. First, the cost of resources is not taken into
consideration but actually the relevant cost is not cheap for the real life, such as the wages of
policemen, the cost of gas and so on. Second, in general, the more resources we use, the greater
profits we get, but too many resources will lead to such problems: the waste of resources,
heavy traffic, and drivers’ dissatisfaction. Thus, we need to explore these problems. In this
paper, we propose a novel algorithm called IOA to solve them.
Algorithm 2 IOA (Improved Optimal Allocation)
Input:

pt = ( pλt 1 , pλt 2 , , pλt k ), H t = (hλt1 , hλt 2 , , hλt k ), Ct = (ctλ1 , ctλ2 , , ctλk ), f t = ( f1t , f 2t , , f nt ) ,
B , c, α
Output:

Xt = (xtλ1 , xtλ2 , , xtλk ), ut = (uλt 1 , uλt 2 , , uλt k )
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Procedure:
for i from 1 to k , step 1, do
xtλi , uλt i ← MODELLP4 ( pλt i , hλt i , B, ctλi , f t , B, c, α )
end for
Return Xt , ut
Note that, c > 0 is the cost of each resource, α > 0 is the parameter used for converting m into
monetary cost, which can be regarded as the influence of the number of resources on the total
profits of the defender.
Similar to OA, we apply IOA to call the MODELLP4 function for each type of attackers.
MODELLP4 ( pλt i , hλt i , B, ctλi , f t , B, c, a ) : max
t t
x ,u

s.t.

pλ uλ − cm − ea
∑
λ
∑ x c f ≤1,
t

t

m

(18)

∈Λ

t t
t
i i, j i

(19)

cit , j ∈ctλ

(13) − (17).
The objective (18) is also to maximize the total profits obtained by the defender but takes the
cost of resources and the influences of resources that impact on the traffic network into
account. Constraint (19) limits the total probability of inspection for each type to less than 1.
After computing the above-mentioned function, we can obtain the optimal mixed
strategy x = ( x 1 , x 2 , , x n ), committed by the defender. However, we cannot neglect some
actual details for the allocation of resources. If we set the inspections on the intersections,
there may exist some drawbacks, on the one hand, it may cause the traffic jams with the
processing of inspecting drunk driving; on the other hand, it is much easier to observe the
inspections and give rise to leaking the inspection messages. Hence, in order to take the actual
details into full consideration and cope with these shortcomings, we will set the resources to
the roads, i.e., denote the roads as the final targets, based on (20)
t

t

ε it, j =

t

t

t
t
x i N it + ∑ δ zt ,i x z N tz

t
t
x j N tj + ∑ δ zt , j x z N tz

1
1
z∈V j
z∈Vi
⋅
+ ⋅
,
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
ci ∑ [ x i N + ∑ δ x z N ] c j ∑ [ x j N + ∑ δ t x tz N t ]
i
z ,i
z
j
z, j
z
i∈V

z∈Vi

j∈V

(20)

z∈V j

where ε it, j denotes the probability of setting security resources at the road e = (i, j ) and
satisfies

∑e
e∈E

t
i, j

= 1 , which also can be indicated as the final mixed strategy of the defender;

Vi denotes the set of intersections associating with the intersection i ; ci denotes the degree of i ,
i.e., the number of forks of the intersection i ; δ zt ,i ≥ 0 denotes the impact factor of
intersection z , that acts on the intersection i , and satisfies

∑δ

i∈N z

t
z ,i

= 1.
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4.2 Computing the relocation of resources
With the time past, on the one hand, the payoffs of targets deserving to inspect will have the
corresponding change. For different places, the corresponding flourishing degrees are also
different, thus the volumes of vehicle flows are quite distinct. For example, the vehicle flows
of commercial district are far greater than some common areas during some certain time; on
the other hand, related to the leakage of message to attackers, there exists a setting where the
longer a particular location is the site of an inspection, the larger population that is aware of
that inspection point is, leading to the efficacy of this inspection has been reduced largely.
Hence, we need to relocate the policy resource for any two adjacent periods to generate the
schedule of inspections.
Before the work of relocating sources, we need to find out the candidates for relocation.
Given two sets of inspected targets for any two adjacent periods, if there exist targets, which
are both belong to the two sets, then the resources at these targets will stay there, not to move.
Here we can formulate as follows:

E ′t =
E t − E t  E t +1 , E ′t =
E t +1 − E t  E t +1.
Note that, E t and E t +1 are the sets of inspected targets during period t and t + 1 , and
satisfy=
Et
deleting

t +1
E=
m . E ′t and E ′t +1 are the sets of candidates for relocation, i.e., obtained by

the

where=
E ′t

inspected

targets

belong

to

the

collection

of E t and E t +1 ,

′t +1 m′, m′ ≤ m .
E=

After choosing the candidates, we will propose the specific algorithm of resources
relocation, which satisfies two basic rules.
Rule 1. The measurement criteria of relocating resources: Considering the actual situation of
traffic network, we set the time of relocation as the standard to measure the relocations and
aim to minimize it.
Rule 2. The choice of relocating routes: It is well known that the inspections may cause the
heavy traffic, hence, in order to save the time spending on the travel, when choosing the
relocating routes, we need to keep away from the road, which was just set as an inspected
target during the last period.
We divide the relocation approach into two steps:
1) We propose Algorithm 3 named LTT to calculate the least travel time t it,+j1 from any
road i ∈ E ′t to any road j ∈ E ′t +1 ;
2) Based on Hungarian algorithm [23] and given t it,+j1 , for all i ∈ E ′t and j ∈ E ′t +1 , we
minimize the total travel time to obtain the optimal strategy for relocating resources.
Least travel time of relocation route
Algorithm 3 LTT (Least Travel Time)
Input:=
Dt {d e e ∈ E},=
N te+1 {N et +1 e ∈ E}, E ′t , E ′t +1 , E t , N max , g f
Output: ΓtE+′1t , E ′t +1 = {t it,+j1 i ∈ E ′t , j ∈ E ′t +1}
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Procedure:
for i from 1 to m′ , step 1, do
for j from 1 to m′ , step 1, do

t it,+j1 ← MODELLP5 (Dt , N te+1 , i, j , E t , N max , g f )
end for
Return ΓtE+′1t , E ′t +1
Note that N max is the maximum capacity of road network; g f is the free-flow speed obtained
when there is no vehicle on road; ΓtE+′1t , E ′t +1 represents the least travel time from any
road i ∈ E ′t to any road j ∈ E ′t +1 .
LTT employs the MODELLP5 function to compute the least travel time from any
road i ∈ E ′t to any road j ∈ E ′t +1 .
MODELLP5 (Dt , N te+1 , i, j , E t , N max , g f ) : min t it,+j1

s.t=
. t it,+j1

(21)

∑w

e∈E
t +1
e

t +1
e

< +∞ ,

∑w

= +∞, if e ∈ E t ,

wet +1 =

de
,
g et +1

e∈E

+1
g et =
gf ⋅

N max − N et +1 + 1
.
N max

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

The travel speed of each road e is formulated as (25), which is inspired by Smith et al. [24]. For
any road e , when N max = N et +1 , then the travel speed g f N max is close to zero, and the traffic
may travel in a “stop-and-go” manner, rather than complete gridlock; when N et +1 = 0 , the
travel speed g f + 1 N max is close to g f , and the traffic may travel in an “unblock” manner.
Constraint (24) represents the travel time of each road e . Given the transportation
network G with the travel time of each road, (22) shows the feasible routes from road i to
road j . Constraint (23) limits that if there exists an inspection at the road e during period t , we
delete this road from the network in order to satisfy rule 2.
Optimal strategy of relocation
To consider this complexity, for any two adjacent periods, we get the optimal relocation
strategy based on the assignment problem, whose computational complexity is O (m′4 ) . Here
we employ Hungarian algorithm to call LP6 function to compute the optimal relocation
strategy during the two adjacent periods t and t + 1 .
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m′

LP6 : min
A

m′

∑∑t

=i 1 =j 1
m′

s.t.

∑a
j =1

i, j

m′

∑a
i =1

i, j

t +1
i, j

⋅ ai , j

(26)

= 1, ∀i ∈ E ′t ,

(27)

= 1, ∀j ∈ E ′t +1 ,

(28)

ai , j ∈ {0,1}.

(29)

The purpose of this function is to compute the matrix of security relocation that will minimize
the total time spending on the travel, where the rows and columns are indexed by the resources
of periods t and t + 1 respectively. ai , j is a binary variable, that if set to 1 indicates that the
relocation of one security resource is relocated from i to j .
The objective (26) is to minimize the total travel time of all resources. Constraint (27) and
(28) limit the uniqueness of resource relocation from one target to another, from the view of
formulation, for the matrix A , there has one and only one 1 in each row (column). Constraint
(29) ensures a feasible relocation of one security resource.
Given the optimal allocation strategy for each period and the optimal relocation strategy for
any two adjacent periods, we generate an optimal schedule of inspections with all security
resources.
Example
There are 9 intersections (vertices) and 13 roads (edges) in Fig. 3(a). The working hours are
divided into three periods, in order to narrate simplicity, we demonstrate the approach based
on period t and t + 1 . For given 3 security resources, we calculate the final mixed strategies
based on IOA and (20) during period t and t + 1 respectively. The optimal allocation of
resources is e(4,5) , e(3,7) and e(8,9) for the period t while that of period t + 1 is e(4,5) , e(6,9) and e(1,3) .
Next, we need to consider the relocation of resources for periods t and t + 1 , which has been
shown in Fig. 3(b). Based on LTT and LP6, we obtain the optimal relocation of resources,
where the green arrow and red arrow represent the moving and not moving of the
corresponding resources respectively.

Fig. 3. Example of 13 targets and 3 resources
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5. Experimental Classification Results and Analysis
To evaluate OISDD, we present our simulations in context of three directed graphs, which are
abstracted from Dalian traffic network. All computations are run on a machine with 2.3GHz
Intel Core i5 with 4 GB memory.
5.1 Data set
Fig. 2 shows the map of one part of the development area of Dalian. We divide it into three
parts based on the yellow line, which contain 22 (the right bottom of the map), 27 (the top of
the map), 35 (the left bottom of the map) intersections respectively. Then, we abstract them
into three directed graphs for experiments. For different periods, we fix different total vehicle
flows to calculate the flow of each road and intersection. The turning matrix R is decided by
some actual situations, for example, the vehicle flow may prefer the residential areas and the
leisure centers to the central business districts during quitting time. All types of attackers will
be taken into consideration to simulate, and the number of each type is random but guarantees
the average number ranging from 30 to 50. For the fee of designated driving services, we
set
r t 20,
d 0 10,
b0 10 to obtain the fee of each type, and the punishment cost of drunken
=
=
=
driving B is denoted as 500 RMB. For the inspection ratio f of different intersections, we set
them reasonably based on the vehicle flows of each intersection for every period.
5.2 Results
In Fig. 4, we evaluate the influence on the rate of drunk driving as we test three different
graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the number of security
resources and y-axis is the rate of drunk driving. For each attacker, he/ she will compare the
fee of designated driving services according to the corresponding travel route with the
punishment cost of drunk driving by oneself, then decide whether drunk driving or not. From
the results, we can observe two general trends. First, the increase of the number of resources
will leads to a reduction of the rate of drunk driving on the traffic network. Second, with
intersections increasing, the decreasing rate of the rate of drunk driving will be slow. It is easy
to understand that the possibility of inspections becomes bigger with more resources, hence
the drunk people prefer to choose designated driving services rather than driving by
himself/herself. Usually, it is easier to escape from inspections on the bigger traffic network,
i.e., with more intersections.
In Fig. 5, we evaluate the influence on the total profits of the defender as we test three
different graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the number of security
resources and y-axis is the total profits in the function MODELLP3, i.e., the objective (12),
obtained by the optimal mixed strategy of the defender. From these results, we can observe
two general trends. First, increasing the number of resources leads to a growth of the total
profits. Second, with intersections increasing, the growth rate of the total profits will be quick.
Those make sense, the more resources we use, the more profits we get. Similarly, the more
intersections the network has, the more potential attackers it exists, to some extent, the more
profits it brings to the defender.
In Fig. 6, we evaluate the influence of the inspection ratio f on the rate of drunk driving as
we test three different graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the
inspection ratio f i at the intersection i and y-axis is the rate of drunk driving. The types of
attackers, whose travel routes pass through the intersection i , are all taken into considerations.
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From the results, we can observe two general trends. First, increasing f i leads to a reduction of
the rate of drunk driving. Second, with intersections increasing, the decreasing rate of the
inspection ratio will be slow. It is obvious to understand that drunk people are afraid of drunk
driving if the policemen reinforce the power of inspections. However, with the certain
inspection ratio, the rate of drunk driving on the bigger network is still higher than that on the
smaller one. Hence, for different networks, we need to adopt the proper inspection ratio of
drunk driving to prevent traffic jams (too high ratio) and drunk driving (too low ratio).
In Fig. 7, we evaluate the influence of the distance of road on the rate of drunk driving as we
test three different graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the number
of security resources and y-axis is the rate of drunk driving. Here we amplify the distance of
each road to 1.5 and 2 times. From these results, we find that the decreasing rate of the rate of
drunk drinking will be slow with the longer distance. It makes sense that the longer route will
leads to spend much more on designated driving services, hence the drunk people will choose
to drive by himself/herself.
In Fig. 8, we evaluate the influence of the parameter used for converting resources into
monetary cost on the total profits of the defender as we test three different graphs with 22, 27,
35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the number of security resources and y-axis is the
total profits of the defender in the function MODELLP4, i.e., the objective (18), obtained by
the optimal mixed strategy of the defender. Here we set c = 2000 RMB. From the results, we
can observe three general trends. First, the profit discriminations between different parameters
are quite little with a few resources. Second, the profit function is unimodal. Third,
with α increasing, the increasing rate of the total profits will be slow, but the decreasing rate
will be quick. It is reasonable for those trends. The security resources have little negative
effect on the traffic network, when the number of them is small. However, considering some
actual factors, such as the cost of resources, the traffic jams and the limited resources, we need
to apply the appropriate number of resources to inspect drunk driving. The bigger negative
influence of resources, such as the traffic jams and the dissatisfaction of the public, leads to the
less profits of the defender with certain resources.
In Fig. 9, we evaluate the influence of leaking inspection message on the attackers’ cost as
we test three different graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections respectively. The x-axis is the
number of security resources and y-axis is the average of attackers’ cost. Here we assume that
the message of an inspection at one road is leaked to the attackers, whose travel routes pass
through this road. We calculate the average cost of all those types, where H represents the
average cost of designated driving services; B and B1 represent the average cost of not leaking
and leaking message respectively. From the results, we can observe three general trends. First,
increasing the number of resources leads to a general growth of both average cost B and B1 .
This makes sense. With the growth of resources, the possibility of inspected may rise roughly,
i.e., the rising of cost. Second, for the same number of resources, B is always bigger than B1 .
Third, taking Fig. 9(a) as an example, the junction of H and B is approximate to x = 2 , while
the junction of H and B1 is approximate to x = 4 . These mean that the leakage of inspections
brings some losses to the inspections of drunk driving.
In Fig. 10, we illustrate the efficacy of our approach by comparing the solution quality
obtained by our approach with other two ones. The quality of a solution x is measured by the
utility of the defender U d ( x, y ( x)) , where y is the attacker best response of x . The two
approaches are: i) mean1: a pure defender strategy with marginal coverage probability of each
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; ii) mean2: a pure defender strategy that each vertex is covered by

t
t
vehicle inspection probability, where xi = ni = N i ⋅ f i . We evaluate the influence on the
n
∑ ni2
i∈E

total profits of the defender as we test three different graphs with 22, 27, 35 intersections
respectively. The x-axis is the number of security resources and y-axis is the total profits of the
defender. From these results, we can observe that our approach mean1 is quite better than
other two ones.

Fig. 4. Influence of intersections on rate of drunk driving

Fig. 5. Influence of intersections on profits of defender

Fig. 6. Influence of

f on rate of drunk driving
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Fig. 7. Influence of distances on rate of drunk driving

Fig. 8. Influence of α on profits of defender

Fig. 9. Influence of leakage message on average of attackers’ cost

Fig. 10. Influence of solution’ quality on profits of defender
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, for the sake of reinforcing the power of inspecting drunk driving to crack down
on such illegal actions, we propose an approach named OISDD to allocate limited resources to
the traffic network and generate optimal schedules of inspecting drunk driving. We explore
influence on OISDD based on the leakage of inspection messages, heavy traffic causing by
inspections, waste of resources and so on. Experimental results demonstrate that OISDD is
feasible and efficient.
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